
Breakup
Lately, everything is melting,
and so is nothing at all.

I spend much of my time driving,

and watching the
meter

tick lower,

and talking about everything in terms of “used to”,
or not talking.

I feel more economical with my mouth closed, and my eyes on the gauge.
More efficient, and credible, and honest.

I feel more economical, with my mouth closed.

It snowed again this morning, and all the melting froze.
Huge, white, surging drifts

flowed past my window, and in under the door, and
ravaged the treeline.

It reminded me of flood stories:
of Noah and his Ark.

Of this home, before it was mine.

And reminded me of 1967,
and my great-grandpa unlocking the kitchen door,
and my great-grandma unlatching the back gate,
and in doing so, letting the water

seep(sweep)
through,

because it wasn’t worth keeping out anymore.

Maybe it will flood again.

Lately, everything has been melting, and freezing, and flooding.
And so has nothing at all.

Maybe I’m waiting for another flood
to tell me what it is I’m missing.



Whisperwind asks
“Do the plains need water?”
But grass does not talk.

What sound does cold make?
Winter fog crawls through the slough
Clinging, soundless grip

Portrait of Grandmother

Snowflakes and remnants of the dancing waves rest on her face,
accenting the diary of creases imprinting her skin,
furrows that speak a story of life, love, loss.
Her laugh, plaited in between the crashing of the tides,
never trailed with an apology, always with a lift of her chin,
an extension of gratitude to the heavens for the blessing of joy.
The powder dusting my cheek feels like a kiss,
one recognizable in the absence of sight and sound,
my existence molded from half of hers.
A still-life: my knees bent into a crouch,
her arms reaching, wrapping around me,
speckles of acrylic left on my shoulder,
a paintbrush lingering in her back pocket.
I yearn for this to be my parting encounter with eternity,
to only be perceived as the disposition I hold now,
a child predicting condolences signed with Fate’s signature,
pleading to whoever’s listening for one last minute,
an allowance for her voice to embalm my youth,
and for soothing proof that hands beyond mine will hold her.
Like clockwork, the winter sun embraces the horizon,
my head embraces the dip of her shoulder.
A worn button-down clutches her, a second skin.
A head of peppery curls, a life extending it’s final leaf,
and a head of spilling blonde, a life that’s only just bloomed.
I know only what she has taught me,
I hold no stories that didn’t first escape her lips.
A lockbox, welded of the silver lining each clouded memory.
A safe, with a stained interior of fairytale endings.
A wish, thrown to the being that swallows my faith,
for a purchase of another life knowing her
with the currency of wrinkles hugging her eyes.
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Today,
questions rarely are unanswerable.
Connection moves as quickly as sickness once did.
Grief, a flu
Love, the cure.
Loss, a disease,
Connection, a remedy.
all spread like flames across the ridges and depths of the world.
What was once obscured,
swallowed by uncertainty,
is brightened by opportunity and answers.

The miles once wedged as a doorstop between you,
have bent into inches.
The definition of distance has been rewritten.
Today, the word misery is not a hole you’re forced to fill alone.
Hands, countless hands,
reach across the globe to fill it for you.
Today, love is not something that must be tended to in the flesh.
Today, the heart is a seed that can bloom miles from the hand that planted it.



I am from… 

 

I am from rickety stair steps. 

From Carhartt clothes and Kirkland food. 

I am from the fern bushes out front and the woods out back, 

dirty, happy, bright. 

I am from dandelions, 

Warm and plentiful, drifting away. 

I’m from potlucks and hide-and-seek, 

from Brother and Sisters. 

I’m from pillow fights and bike riding, 

from tough love and ready-set-go’s. 

I’m from Wednesday dinner at church and playing in the grass.  

I’m from Alaska mountains, cold inlets, 

casseroles and spruce hen stroganoff. 

I am from the snow… 

and happiness, and nature, the pink, orange, blue, brown, and green… 

The calendars and the junk drawers… 

From love and bruises and family. 

I am an Alaskan boy. 


